WE HAVE A SATELLITE CONNECTED TO OUR BRAINS

Millions of Americans and people throughout the world have a lethal satellite weapon
connected to their brains.
This satellite technology/weapon allows the operators to decode our brains and read our
thoughts. It is being used by our military and national security apparatus for location, sight,
sound and thought surveillance.
This satellite technology can also be used as a silent, invisible weapon and torture instrument. It
can be used to attack people’s brains and bodies with energy literally from head to toe.
It causes people to “hear voices”, most of “mental illness” and numerous physical and medical
conditions, possibly including heart attacks, strokes, cancer and AIDS. Decades of genocide
have occurred under the guise of mental and physical “illness”.
Some of the physical and medical conditions caused by this satellite technology: insomnia,
headaches, vision issues, ear pain, ear ringing, dental issues, heartburn, acid reflux, chills and hot
flashes, coughing, sneezing, nasal drain, vomiting, dehydration, frequent urination, diarrhea and
forced bowel movements, constipation, erectile and sexual dysfunction, various skin conditions
and sensations, joint and muscle aches and pains, blocked memory, irregular heartbeat, shortness
of breath, stomach pains, chest pains and heart pains.
Most, if not all, mass shootings and other mass tragedies were caused by someone being tortured
past his breaking point by satellite, by someone “hearing voices”. They were not caused by
“mental illness”, “terrorism” or guns.
Government, military, national security and law enforcement officials throughout the country
have been informed regarding this emergency situation. They are still covering it up. They built
a “separate country” using this satellite weapon. They do not want to take it down.
Many of you (Senators) were informed regarding this emergency situation a long time ago. I left
a voicemail for 89 of you on December 19, 2017. Eleven Senators’ numbers would not accept a
voicemail. I have sent letters and emails. I have submitted comments on your websites. You
are ALL on legal notice.
This is a medical, national and international emergency. PLEASE get this satellite weapon
locked down and make an announcement.
Thank you,
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